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Abstract This paper presents a novel distributed object segmentation framework that
allows one to extract potentially large coherent objects from digital images. The pro-
posed approach requires minimum user supervision and permits to segment the ob-
jects accurately. It works in three steps starting with the user input in form of few
mouse clicks on the target object. First, based on user input, the statistical charac-
teristics of the target distributed object are modeled with Gaussian mixture model.
This model serves as the primary segmentation of the object. In the second step,
the segmentation result is refined by performing connected component analysis to
reduce false positives. In the final step the resulting segmentation map is dilated to
select the neighboring pixels that are potentially incorrectly classified; this allows us
to recast the segmentation as a graph partitioning problem that can be solved using
the well-known graph cut technique. Extensive experiments have been carried out on
heterogeneous images to test the accuracy of the proposed method for the segmen-
tation of various types of distributed objects. Examples of application of proposed
technique in remote sensing to segment roads and rivers from aerial images are also
presented. The visual and objective evaluation and comparison with the existing tech-
niques show that the proposed tool can deliver optimal performance when applied to
tough object segmentation tasks.
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1 Introduction
Image segmentation is the process of dividing an image into multiple perceptually
meaningful segments. Image segmentation is a primary research area in computer
vision and image processing due to its vast practical applications in various fields of
life. It has been a fundamental process in many medical imaging techniques [1, 2]
and is essential in object recognition [3–7], video surveillance [8, 9], change detec-
tion [10–12], image coding [13–16], and image retrieval [17, 18]. Object segmenta-
tion (or foreground segmentation) is used to segment a particular object from a dig-
ital image. These methods, also known as interactive image segmentation, are semi-
automatic and requires human user assistance to obtain satisfactory results however,
automatic object segmentation is imperative.
Existing object segmentation techniques require different level of user interac-
tion to create a trimap which divides the image into three regions, namely definite
foreground, definite background and unknown. The segmentation is then reduced to
the classification of the unknown pixels as foreground or background. Object seg-
mentation approaches like [19, 20] require the user to draw a boundary e.g., circle,
rectangle, around the target object and treat the region outside the specified bound-
ary as background and the bounded region is processed to extract the target object.
Other techniques e.g., [21–23] expect few user strokes marked on the foreground
and/or background regions which are used to model and then segment the two re-
gions. Some methods e.g., [24, 25, 41] require the user to draw edges around the
object boundary which serves as a rough segmentation and is refined though matting
tools [26]. These techniques, however, are not effective in segmenting distributed ob-
jects covering the entire image, e.g. fences, roads, rivers, railings or multiple coherent
targets scattered in the image, e.g. flowers of the same kind. Indeed, in such cases the
definition of the trimap these methods depend upon turns to be a very time consum-
ing, tedious and error prone task. Fig. 1 shows few sample images with distributed
objects: fence, flowers, river, and road; it is evident that marking the target region
boundaries is impractical in these cases. The proposed ‘Distributed Object Segmen-
tation Tool’ (DOST) aims at following goals: accurate segmentation of distributed
objects with simplistic and minimum user interaction. Preliminary results of this re-
search are reported in [27].
In this paper we propose a novel object segmentation technique to extract targets
that can be spread on the whole image. With little user interaction DOST estimates
the statistical characteristics of the target object using Gaussian mixture model and
creates an initial segmentation; this is then refined using Connected Component Anal-
ysis (CCA) to remove false positives. The resulting segmentation is still likely to be
inaccurate especially around object boundaries. Therefore, a further refinement step
is carried out: using dilation the image regions around the partial segmentation results
are selected as they are likely to be classified incorrectly. Finally, graph cut is applied
to estimate the correct boundaries. The main advantages of the proposed DOST are:
– It can effectively segment distributed or scattered objects which are challenging
tasks for the most existing object segmentation technique. Moreover, DOST can
also be used to segment single coherent objects.
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Fig. 1 Few images from test dataset with distributed objects: fence, flowers, river and road.
– Minimal user assistance is required to train the statistical model characterizing
the target object; few mouse clicks on the target object are enough as opposed
to more complex and time consuming marking requirements adopted by other
techniques. Moreover, these marking techniques may not work in images where
the target object is spanning over the whole image, for example, a thin fence.
– The undesired background is automatically inferred in DOST without any user
intervention. That is, the user is not required to provide seeds for the background.
– Graph based segmentation is used only as the last refinements step based on a
trimap that is created automatically; the unknown region in the trimap is kept as
limited as possible to ensure fast segmentation.
– The proposed method is quite generic is able to work on heterogeneous images to
segment various types of objects, e.g., fences, flowers, roads, rivers, railings, etc.
The results show the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the state of the
art interactive object segmentation methods. Section 3 describes the initial object
segmentation and its rectification through Connected Component Analysis (CCA)
and Section 4 describes the Graph-Cut based segmentation refinement. Experimental
evaluation is presented in Section 5 and the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2 Object Segmentation Background
Image segmentation is indeed a pixel labeling problem and various solutions to this
problem have been proposed in literature mainly based on level-set, neural networks,
watershed principle and graph partitioning methods [28–32]. Object segmentation is
a binary labeling problem that partitions the image into two regions; foreground and
background. Image Matting [32] is another segmentation related research area that
estimates the alpha channel for each pixel in the image. The alpha estimate is a value
∈ [0,1], where 0 means definite background and 1 means definite foreground and
other values between 0 and 1 represent the degree a pixel belong to the foreground.
Image matting has attracted much research in the past due to its application in image
and video editing in film industry where it is used to change the background of the
scene in a seamless fashion. Image matting is also known as ‘soft segmentation’ and
if the alpha values are constrained to 0 and 1 only, the problem is reduces to binary
segmentation.
Intelligent scissors [33] allowed quick and more accurate object segmentation. It
is an interactive segmentation tool that exploits the object contours. It asks the user
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to provide few seeds on the object boundary and uses ‘live-wire’ boundary detection
[34] to find the optimal contour between the seed points. The user can improve the
segmentation by providing more seeds in an interactive way. The segmentation results
of intelligent scissors are usually satisfactory with adequate user assistance. Corel
Knockout 2 [35] is considered to be one of the best object segmentation tool [24]
and is fairly easy to use unlike its Lasso and Magic Wand tools. Knockout needs
the object trimap describing the foreground, background and the unknown regions. It
allows the user to specify the trimap with the pencil tool, the user marks the outline
and inside of the target object which form the three regions of the trimap. The alpha
value of a pixel in unknown region is estimated by computing the ratio of the distance
between the pixel color to the object color and background color [36] in RGB color
space.
Graph based segmentation has gained immense popularity during the last decade
due to its superior performance [37]. Initially, graph cuts were able to solve binary
labeling problem - foreground-background segmentation - which was generalized for
N-dimension by Boykov et al. [38]. In graph based segmentation approaches, the im-
age is represented as weighted undirected graph and the segmentation is solved by
finding global minimum of energy function defined over the graph. Like graph cut,
Bayesian matting approach [24] models the foreground and the background from the
user specified trimap using the mixture of Gaussians however, it assumes the frac-
tional blending of the foreground and background in the boundary region. It estimates
the blending value know as ‘alpha value’ of the complex boundary regions like hair
strands to create plausible compositions. According to [19], a considerable user effort
is required to obtain satisfactory results. A review of well known graph based image
segmentation techniques can be found in [39].
Lazy Snapping [40] is another interactive segmentation approach that requires
the user to provide input by marking few lines on the target object and on the back-
ground. The segmentation is performed through graph cut technique [38] and object
boundaries are constructed in the form of polygons. To further improve the segmenta-
tion, the user can move the polygon vertices or can add few points to refine the object
boundary. The Lazy Snapping shows adequate results however, user is fatigued in
terms of boundary editing which is quite similar to seeding step in Intelligent scis-
sors method.
Rother et al. [19] proposed iterative graph cuts for foreground segmentation. Their
technique ‘GrabCut’ proposed an iterative solution to graph cut optimization based
on initial hard segmentation. Further, to improve the fine segmentation of object
boundaries border matting [41] is used. GrabCut requires the user to draw a rect-
angle around the target object and treats the rest of the region as background which
is then represented with Gaussian mixture models (GMM). Analogously, GMM is
also estimated for the target region which is then refined through global optimization.
Segmentation results can be improved further with user interaction which updates the
two foreground and background GMM. GrabCut allows the user to extract target ob-
ject with much ease, however to refine the segmentation user may need to feedback
the system. The segmentation quality of GrabCut is significantly better than its an-
cestors. A new update strategy has been proposed in [20], based on user input instead
of performing the entire segmentation process again, it is limited to the erroneous re-
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gion. The new update strategy thus avoids the change in already perfectly segmented
regions. Other approaches using GrabCut or mixtures of Gaussians to model fore-
ground and background regions can be found in [42–46].
GrowCut [22] solves the labeling problem though bi-directional, deterministic
cellular automaton [47]. In the automaton the nodes called bacteria, represent the
pixels and starting with the seed each bacteria attacks its neighbors to grow its region.
Active Cuts (AC) [48] proposed a novel approach to solve the max-flow min-cut
problem that significantly improved the efficiency of graph cut method. A GPU based
solution to max-flow min-cut algorithm is proposed in [49], Parallel and distributed
solutions to graph cuts are proposed in [50–53] to achieve real time segmentation.
A comprehensive description of energy functions that can be minimized using graph
cuts is given in [54] and an overview of graph cuts may be found in [55].
The object segmentation method proposed in [56] exploits the superpixels and
Bayes classification to extract the target objects. It uses the simple linear iterative
clustering (SLIC) [57] to cluster the features of the color image which are used to
in the GrabCut to obtain the acute segmentation. Moreover, it applies the Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) to SLIC features and the energy function used in segmen-
tation is based on GMM based SLIC. In [58], a convolutional network based algo-
rithm is proposed for semantic segmentation from images. The algorithm proposed
in [59] obtains an initial segmentation based on user specified foreground though a
modified energy function described in [19]. The local prior distribution is then used
to improve the segmentation, unlike the iterative approach proposed in many similar
techniques. The foreground segmentation technique proposed in [60] also uses the su-
perpixels [57] to achieve the task. The algorithm is based on probabilistic framework
which uses the low-level image features to obtain unary and pairwise probabilities.
The Gaussian mixture models are used to model the foreground and background in
the images and the segmentation is formulated as an inference problem over a two-
dimensional Markov Random Field (MRF). The adaptive constraint propagation cut
(ACP Cut) is an interactive image segmentation technique proposed in [61]. From the
input provided by the user, the algorithm uses semisupervised kernel matrix learning
which adaptively propagates this information into the whole image.
Most of the segmentation techniques described above are able to accurately seg-
ment a single coherent object from colored photographs and require trimap as input.
Trimap initialization in case of a single object is viable, however it is a tiresome and
painfully difficult job in case of distributed objects (see Fig. 1). The following section
describes the proposed binary segmentation technique that is capable of accurately
segmenting distributed objects in color images.
3 Distributed Object Segmentation
The proposed distributed object segmentation technique is a multi-stage algorithm
that starts with a little user input in the form of few clicks on the target object. Based
on this input the object is then segmented automatically. Fig. 2 shows a block level
diagram of the proposed algorithm and each step is detailed in the following sections.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of proposed algorithm.
3.1 User Input and Target Object Modeling
The user can provide input either by marking few points with mouse click or by
drawing few scribbles on the target object. Based on the selected points the color
model of the object is estimated and used to classify the rest of the image pixels,
leading to an initial segmentation map. Let P be set of n number of points marked
by the user on input image I. Then, the number of marked pixels is automatically
increased to improve the modeling accuracy. In DOST, we propose to include the κ-
neighboring points of each pi ∈ P. It turns out that a total of κ2n points representative
of the target objects are collected.
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a general and accurate approach to represent
the statistical properties of the marked pixels. A GMM is a parametric probabilistic
model given by a weighted summation of Gaussian density functions. In particular,
the likelihood of a pixel x, given the Gaussian mixture model G is defined as:
p(x | G) =
K
∑
i=1
piig(x | µi,Σi) (1)
where K is the number of Gaussian components in the model and pii, µi and Σi are
the weight, mean and covariance of i-th Gaussian component with
g(x | µi,Σi) = 1√
(2pi)3 | Σi|
exp(−1
2
(x−µi)>Σ−1i (x−µi)) (2)
The model parameters
{{pi1,pi2, · · ·piK},{µ1,µ2, · · ·µK},{Σ1,Σ2, · · ·ΣK}}
can be estimated through expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [62, 63] with
K0 components, where K0 is a large number greater than expected number of com-
ponents which is then iteratively optimized through Minimum Description Length
(MDL) method [64]. EM algorithm is an iterative procedure to efficiently compute
the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimates of unobserved or hidden data (aka latent
variables). The model parameters pi, µ, Σ are randomly initialized and EM algo-
rithm then iteratively improves the estimates. Each iteration consists of following
two steps:
1. E: Expectation step computes the expected log-likelihood value based on the cur-
rent model parameters G : {pik,µk,Σk} as follows:
P(zi = k | xi) = pik logg(xi | µk,Σk)
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2. M: Maximization step computes the model parameters maximizing the log-likelihood
computed in the previous step:
µk =
∑i P(zi = k | xi)xi
∑i P(zi = k | xi)
,
pik =
1
n∑i
P(zi = k | xi),
Σk =
∑i P(zi = k | xi)(xi−µk)(xi−µk)>
∑i P(zi = k | xi)
where hidden variable z ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. A good literature on model parameter estima-
tion methods with a detailed description of EM algorithm can be found in [65].
A general problem in all clustering approaches is the selection of the number of
clusters K to use. We use Minimum Description Length (MDL) method [64] proposed
by Rissanen to estimate the the model order. The MDL principal selects the model
that results in minimum code length of the data and the model parameters. Indeed, it
attempts to minimize the following function C :
C(G ,K) =− log p(x | G)+ 1
2
L log(M) (3)
where L is the code length of model parameters G . M is the size of the data i.e.,
M = 3κ2n as there are κ2n points and each is represented with 3 values - R, G, B.
The minimum value of C in Eq. 3 is achieved by minimizing the log-likelihood term
(increasing the maximum-likelihood (ML)) and the code length required to describe
the model parameters and the data.
Starting with K0 components, EM algorithm is used to estimate G and MDL is
used to find the optimal order. After each iteration, the two most similar clusters are
merged decrementing K by one and EM algorithm is applied again to find the model
parameters. This process is repeated until K = 1. Finally, G and K corresponding
to smallest MDL value C are selected as optimal model parameters. The reader is
referred to [66–70] for details on exploiting MDL framework for clustering.
3.2 Initial Segmentation and Rectification
The Gaussian Mixture Model G is used to estimate the raw segmentation of the target
object based on Mahalanobis distance [71], computed as:
d(x,G) =
K
∑
i=1
pii
√
(x−µi)>Σ−1i (x−µi) (4)
For each image pixel x its distance d(x,G) from the estimated model is computed and
it is classified as an object pixel if the distance is less than a pre-defined threshold τ ,
background pixel otherwise. Let Ω be the obtained object mask defined as:
Ω(x,y) =
{
1 if d(I(x,y),G)≤ τ
0 otherwise
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Fig. 3 (a) Image with user input (red squares), (b) Model order estimation through DML method with
EM algorithm, (c) Cluster wise data distribution, (d) The cluster ellipsoids showing the volume covered
by each cluster in the RGB color space, (e) The initial segmentation map.
Here Ω represents the initial segmentation result. Fig. 3 shows an image with points
selected by the user on the target object, i.e. the fence. From 28 input points the sam-
ple data is increased by including the corresponding 9-neighboring pixels resulting in
252 sample pixels. The GMM parameters and model order are iteratively estimated
starting with K0 = 20 clusters using EM and MDL approach as described in the previ-
ous section. Fig. 3b shows the Rissanen value C (Eq. 3) for different values of K: the
minimum occurs at K = 3 which represents the optimal number of clusters for this ex-
ample. Fig. 3c shows the cluster wise distribution of the sample points. Fig. 3d shows
the corresponding clusters’ ellipsoids and Fig. 3e shows the initial segmentation map
Ω obtained with threshold τ = 1.2.
It can be observed that the result of initial segmentation is not perfect; some non-
target pixels are classified as object pixels (false positives) and object pixels are clas-
sified as background (false negatives). This can be seen in Fig. 3e where small islands
of pixels appeared as a result of false positives. Further, a number of object regions,
especially in the proximity of object boundaries, are classified as background. To
remove the false positives, we use Connected Component Analysis (CCA) and to in-
clude the false negatives we utilize Graph-Cuts.
It is observed that false positives usually appear in very small size groups and true
positives usually form large connected groups. To eliminate these small size groups
we detect them by performing CCA [72] and computing the size of each component.
The components are then sorted based on their size and top γ components are cho-
sen while the rest are removed from the initial segmentation map. Fig. 4a shows the
cardinality of each connected component found in Fig. 3e sorted in descending order.
It can be seen that only first few components have large size and most components
have size smaller than 10 pixels: these isolated islands are the false positives which
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Fig. 4 Connected component sizes sorted in descending order (a), Improved segmentation map after CCA
with γ = 6 (b).
can be rejected safely. Fig. 4b shows the segmentation map after eliminating the false
positives.
4 Segmentation Refinement
The initial segmentation suffers from false negatives which usually appear around
the object boundaries and inside the segmentation map as well (see Fig. 4b). We use
graph-cut techniques to tackle this issue and improve the segmentation results. Graph
cut techniques have emerged as a powerful solutions to many optimization problems
in computer vision including the object segmentation. In common graph-cut based
methods the image pixels are divided into at least two and ideally three classes. We
use the latter strategy and divide the image pixels into three classes namely, defi-
nite foreground F , definite background B and unknown or uncertain U . The first two
classes F and B are considered as fixed whereas pixels belonging to U class are to be
classified. This process is known as Partitioning and is based on the statistical char-
acteristics of pixels in U class. Graph cut techniques solve this membership problem
through Gaussian mixture models. GMMs for both fixed classes (F , B) are estimated
and the problem of deciding the U class pixels is then solved though graph based
optimization.
4.1 Graph Based Image Representation and Partitioning
The image is represented as an undirected weighted graph where the pixels form the
vertices and edges link a vertex with its neighborhood. The weight of the edge repre-
sents the similarity between its end vertices. Two terminal nodes S and T are added in
the graph representing the F and B classes respectively and they are linked to every
other node in the graph. Now, there are two types of links that a vertex has: N-links
and T-links. N-links are the links a vertex has with its neighborhood vertices whereas
the T-links are the links of a vertex with the terminal nodes (S and T ). The weight
of N and T links computed as outlined in [38] and the fine segmentation of U is
achieved by iterative energy minimization through max-flow min-cut algorithm [19].
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Fig. 5 A typical structuring element cross with ω = 5.
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Fig. 6 (a) Trimap: Green color represents the F region, Blue color shows the B region and dark red
represents the U region. (b) The U region is partitioned into F (shown in dark red) and B (shown in
yellow) using graph-cuts, (c) Final segmentation results.
To apply graph-cut approach to our problem, we need to define a trimap repre-
senting the corresponding classes: F,B and U . To this end, we take the segmentation
map obtained from the previous section as F class. Since, the false negatives usually
lie in and around the object boundary we use morphological operator dilation (⊕) to
estimate the ‘Unknown’ region U . The segmentation map Ω is dilated with structur-
ing element s of size ω:
Ωdil =Ω ⊕ s (5)
Fig. 5 shows a typical structuring element of size 5. The unknown region U region is
then computed as:
U =Ωdil \Ω (6)
and region B is computed by negating the dilated mask:
B = NOT(Ωdil) (7)
A trimap T representing F pixels with 1, B pixels with 2 and U region with 0 is
constructed and refined via graph cut method [19]. Fig. 6 shows the impact of dilation
and final segmented image. Fig. 6a shows the trimap after dilation with structuring
element of size 3× 3. Fig. 6b shows the improvement achieved by graph-cut based
refinement. Final segmented object is shown in Fig. 6c.
5 Experiments and Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm on heteroge-
neous images with various types of objects which are subject to segmentation, e.g.,
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Fig. 7 Image dataset used in experimental evaluation.
fences, railings, flowers, roads, and rivers. Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of
the proposed method is also performed and the results are compared with the state-
of-the-art object segmentation techniques.
5.1 Parameter Settings
Gaussian mixture model is considered to be the maturest statistical model, however
its only shortcoming is its inability to find the optimal number of mixture compo-
nents. We used MDL approach [64] in proposed algorithm to estimate the order, K,
of GMM. From the experiments we found that the MDL estimated order of GMM
generally solves the problem. Nonetheless, in few cases the number of mixture com-
ponents was too large. Using too many components impacts on the overall running
time of the algorithm and may also make it difficult to find good trade-offs in the
selection of other parameters, e.g. the initial segmentation threshold τ . Nonetheless,
this number can be used as an upper bound to the GMM order and user can select
the best value by carefully analyzing the weights pi of the mixture components. The
components with very small weights, for example pi ≤ 0.08, do not add signifi-
cant contribution to GMM and can be merged with other components. The parameter
γ used in connected component analysis can be easily determined by examining the
segmentation mask. The value of γ corresponds to the number of true components de-
tected in the initial segmentation and can be chosen by inspecting the segmentation
mask.
The size of the structuring element ω used in the dilation process for graph based
segmentation refinement defines the disputed region, identified with U in Sec. 3, be-
tween the target object and the background regions. Our experiments show that the
large value of ω results in large undefined region U which increases the processing
time of the graph cut technique used in the refinement process. From experiments it
is found that the best value of ω ∈ [5,20] with ω = 15 being a good compromise in
most cases.
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Fig. 8 Segmentation results on images with fences. Top: input image, bottom: the segmentation achieved
by the proposed algorithm.
5.2 Experimental Evaluation
To assess the performance of the proposed segmentation technique, a number of ex-
periments are carried out on images of various kinds of distributed objects. The image
dataset used in experimental evaluation is presented in Fig. 7. The dataset is designed
aiming at testing the performance of the proposed algorithm on the images with chal-
lenging segmentation scenarios. It contains images with various types of distributed
objects, where manual marking the target would be very difficult and time consum-
ing, e.g., the images with regular and irregular pattern fences, and the aerial images
of road and rivers. Our dataset also comprises images containing multiple distributed
objects of the same kind, such as, flowers and sheep. More classical images with a sin-
gle coherent object are included as a reference, as well. There are also aerial images
of roads and rivers in the dataset to show the potential application of the proposed
algorithm in remote sensing and geographical information systems.
The proposed DOST requires the user to specify a varying number of points of in-
terest that depends on the color variation of the target object; for objects with limited
color range 10 points are found to be sufficient whereas in case of large variation up
to 20 clicks can be required. Anyhow, DOST is an interactive method where user can
choose different number of points to improve the detection performance. In all exper-
iments, the algorithm parameters are interactively tuned to optimize the segmentation
results. In particular, the sample data is increased by including κ=5 neighboring pix-
els, connected component analysis is carried out with 8-neighbors. The clustering is
performed using CLUSTER library [73] and K0 in model order estimation is set to
20.
In the first set of experiments, fences from images are segmented as shown in
Fig. 8. In each image, the fence is spread over the entire image and the image back-
ground contains various focused and de-focused regions. The proposed algorithm
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Fig. 9 Segmentation results of various distributed objects. Top: input image, bottom: the segmentation
achieved by the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 10 Segmentation results of roads rivers from aerial images. The left two images are taken from the
Massachusetts Roads Dataset [74]).
achieved promising results: in the two images on the left the fence is segmented
without noticeable errors, whereas in the right image only few flower petals are erro-
neously selected due to their color similarity with the fence. In Fig. 9, the performance
of the proposed technique is reported on distributed object segmentation. In the left
image, irregular pattern fence is segmented. The image in the middle contains multi-
ple distributed objects, flowers, and the target object in image on the right is a railing.
The results presented in the bottom row of Fig. 9 show that the proposed algorithm is
able to achieve a faithful segmentation.
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Fig. 11 Segmentation results of rivers from aerial images.
Fig. 12 Segmentation of coherent objects.
In Fig. 10, we also show some remote sensing application examples where the
proposed technique is used to segment roads, canals and rivers from aerial images.
The images are captured at different heights allowing us to test the robustness of the
proposed algorithm in challenging scenarios where road visibility is low. The two im-
ages on the left are taken from the Massachusetts Roads Dataset [74]. In Fig. 11, we
test the algorithm on aerial images of rivers. In both experiments shown in Figs. 10
and 11, the proposed algorithm achieved convincing results. The performance of
DOST on coherent objects is also tested and the results are presented in Fig. 12.
The results show that the proposed technique is also effective for traditional object
segmentation tasks. The results of the experiments presented above show the ability
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(a) Input Image (b) Ground Truth (c) [23]
(d) [19] (e) [22] (f) Ours
Fig. 13 Visual comparison of segmentation results of proposed tool and the compared methods on ‘chim-
panzee’ test image. (a) Input image, (b) ground truth segmentation, (c) results of [23], (d) results of [19],
(e) results of [22], and (f) our results.
of the proposed method to efficiently extract distributed objects from images with
very little user assistance.
5.3 Qualitative Evaluation and Comparisons
We also performed qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the proposed algorithm
and compared the results with the well-known object segmentation approaches: Grab-
Cut [19], GrowCut [22] and De-fencing method [23]. To perform quantitative eval-
uation, ground truth segmentation is required. To this end, we manually segment a
subset of 8 images in our dataset, by carefully tracing the boundary of the target ob-
jects. In each experiment reported in the following, image (a) shows the input image
and its ground truth is shown in (b). The results of [23], [19], and [22] are shown in
(c), (d) and (e) respectively, and the results achieved by our method are shown in (f).
The shortcomings or inaccuracies in the segmentation results are highlighted with red
circles.
In the first experiment shown in Fig. 13, a visual comparison of the results achieved
by the proposed algorithm and the compared methods is presented on the ‘Chim-
panzee’ image from our dataset. The target object in this image is the fence which is
thin and spread over the whole image. The segmentation achieved by algorithm [23]
is close to the ground truth, however few parts of the fence, highlighted with a red
circle, are not accurately segmented. The segmentation achieved by [19] is very poor
since a large part of the image is detected along with the fence marks. The result
of [22] is better than [19], but still regions around the fence are not correctly clas-
sified. Moreover, some segments of the fence are also missed. It can be noted that
DOST segmentation does not produce significant artifacts, being very close to the
ground truth.
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(a) Input Image (b) Ground Truth (c) [23] (d) [19] (e) [22] (f) Ours
Fig. 14 Visual comparison of segmentation results of proposed tool and the compared methods on ‘sheep’
test image. (a) Input image, (b) ground truth segmentation, (c) results of [23], (d) results of [19], (e) results
of [22], and (f) our results.
(a) Input Image (b) Ground Truth (c) [23]
(d) [19] (e) [22] (f) Ours
Fig. 15 Visual comparison of segmentation results of proposed tool and the compared methods on ‘park’
test image. (a) Input image, (b) ground truth segmentation, (c) results of [23], (d) results of [19], (e) results
of [22], and (f) our results.
In Fig. 14, we perform visual comparisons on test image ’Sheep’ containing
two target objects. The segmentation results achieved by [23] and [22] missed the
smaller sheep in the image; in the results of [23], there is a small hole in the face
of the detected sheep; the segmentation achieved by [22] is not accurate, particularly
around the contours of the target object. The results of [19] and our method are quite
good: both sheep are detected and the segmentation is precise. However, in the results
of [19], few small blobs from background are categorized as object; our results are
almost error-free.
In the next experiment, Fig. 15, a fence object is subject to segmentation. The
segmentation results of [19] are very poor: the background in three fence squares
could not be separated from fence; the results achieved by [22] are better than [19]:
however some fence segments are not detected and a small background region is
incorrectly detected. The results of [23] are close to ground truth except few parts of
the fence highlighted with red circles. The segmentation achieved by our method are
very accurate also in this case.
Figure 16 presents the visual comparison of the results achieved by our technique
and the compared methods on the ’Wall’ test image. The segmentation achieved by
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(a) Input Image (b) Ground Truth (c) [23]
(d) [19] (e) [22] (f) Ours
Fig. 16 Visual comparison of segmentation results of proposed tool and the compared methods on ‘wall’
test image. (a) Input image, (b) ground truth segmentation, (c) results of [23], (d) results of [19], (e) results
of [22], and (f) our results.
[23] suffers from holes in the wall, marked with red circle, appeared due to incorrect
classification of the target object. The results achieved by [19] and [22] are better
than [23]: however there are few inaccuracies in their results around the contours
of the wall. The segmentation achieved by our method is very precise and does not
exhibits such flaws.
Further qualitative evaluation and comparisons can be found on the paper web
site1, which are not presented here to limit the length of the paper. The qualitative
evaluation show that the results of the algorithm proposed in [23] are generally good
for all test images. The results of [19] and [22] are good for images with coherent
objects, however their performance turns to be rather poor in presence of distributed
objects like thin fences. We noted that such impairment is mainly determined by the
method used to collect the user input: drawing a rectangle around the target object is
not always feasible and also specifying the input by marking few lines on the target
object and on the background may be cumbersome in some distributed object cases.
The performance of the algorithm proposed in [23] is better than other compared
methods, however the results presented above show that the segmentation achieved
by [23] may be imprecise, particularly around the boundaries of the foreground ob-
jects. On the other hand the results of the algorithm proposed in this work are always
quite accurate.
5.4 Objective Evaluation and Comparison
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm quantitatively
and also compare the results with the techniques proposed in [19], [22], and [23].
1 http://www.di.unito.it/~farid/Research/DOST.html
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5.4.1 Objective Evaluation Parameters
A ground truth indeed classifies the image pixels into two classes - P(Positives) and
N(Negatives). The P class represents the target object pixels and N contains the rest.
The performance of a binary segmentation algorithm can be analyzed in terms of
accuracy and precision [75–77]. There are four possible outcomes when a binary
segmentation S′ = {P′,N′} obtained through a classifier is compared to the corre-
sponding ground truth image S = {P,N}:
1. True Positives (TP): the object pixels which are correctly classified as object i.e.
T P = P′∩P.
2. False Negatives (FN): the object pixels which are incorrectly marked as non-
object i.e. FN = P′−P.
3. True Negatives (TN): the non-object pixels which are correctly classified as non-
object. T N = N′∩N.
4. False Positives (FP): the non-object pixels that are incorrectly labeled as object.
FP = N′−N.
Furthermore, the previous scores can be arranged in the so called confusion matrix
that can be used to rank the overall performance. We compute various statistical mea-
sures to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique. Sensitivity and Speci-
ficity are two basic performance measures that compute the rate of correctly classified
positives and correctly classified negatives respectively. Sensitivity (also known as
Recall and True Positive Rate (TPR)) measures the proportion of correctly identified
positives to actual positives. The Specificity (also called True Negative Rate (TNR))
is the ratio of correctly classified negatives to actual negatives. These measures are
computed as follows:
Recall =
|T P|
|P| ; Speci f icity =
|T N|
|N| (8)
Large values of recall and speci f icity indicate better classification. We also com-
pute Accuracy and Precision metrics that characterise the degree of closeness and
repeatability respectively:
Accuracy =
|T P|+ |T N|
|P|+ |N| ; Precision =
|T P|
|T P|+ |FP| (9)
However, accuracy and precision metrics can be delusive in cases when the positive
P and negative N classes are highly unbalanced. To this end, F1score is computed
which is considered to be more reliable. It measures the Harmonic mean of recall
and precision and is computed as follows:
F1score =
2
1
Precision +
1
Recall
(10)
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Table 1 Objective performance analysis of the proposed and the compared methods in terms of Accuracy
and Precision. The best results are in bold.
Exp.
Accuracy Precision
[23] [19] [22] Ours [23] [19] [22] Ours
Chimpanzee 0.96 0.32 0.80 0.98 0.96 0.14 0.37 0.91
Sparrow 0.95 0.97 0.71 0.96 0.98 0.50 0.42 0.90
Sheep 0.93 0.99 0.92 0.98 0.85 0.94 0.45 0.88
Snapdragon 0.97 0.86 0.84 0.99 0.88 0.39 0.32 0.97
Park 0.95 0.57 0.88 0.99 0.98 0.24 0.63 0.99
Rose 0.95 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.92
Wall 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.85 0.97 0.96 0.97
Bear 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.95 0.99 0.97
Avg. 0.95 0.84 0.89 0.98 0.91 0.64 0.64 0.94
5.4.2 Objective Evaluation Results
The segmentation accuracy metrics presented in the previous section have been com-
puted for all experiments described in this paper. The results are reported in Tables 1
and 2, with the best performance formatted in bold. The Accuracy and Precision
statistics for each image are presented in Tab. 1. In terms of accuracy, on three test
images, Sparrow, Sheep and Rose, the algorithm [19] performs marginally better than
our method. On the rest of the images, our algorithm outperforms all the compared
methods. The average segmentation accuracy of [19], [22], and [23] is 0.84, 0.89,
and 0.95, respectively. The proposed method achieves the best average accuracy of
0.98 outperforming the compared methods up to a margin of 15%. The results in
terms of precision parameter are somewhat mixed: on two images algorithm [23]
performs better than others, on three images [19] performs the best. Algorithm [22]
achieves the best precision on one image and our method outperforms the compared
methods on three test images. The average precision of [19], [22], and [23] is 0.64,
0.64, and 0.91, respectively. The average precision achieved by our method is 0.94,
significantly better than the compared methods.
The Recall and F1 Score analysis is presented in Tab. 2. The statistics show that
on two images algorithm [19] achieves the best recall and on the rest of the tests
our method beats the others. There is one image where [22], [19] and the proposed
method achieves the same recall measure. However, in terms of average recall, the
proposed algorithm performs the best by attaining a score of 0.97. The closest is [19]
with 0.95. The average recall of [23] and [22] are low, 0.92 and 0.80, respectively.
The F1 score of [19] is the best on three images, on the other tests the proposed ap-
proach outperforms all the competing algorithms. Algorithm [22] performs the poor-
est in terms of average F1 score, 0.69. The average F1 score of [23] and [19] is 0.91
and 0.72, respectively. The average F1 score of the proposed method turns to be the
highest among the competing method with a value of 0.95.
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Table 2 Objective performance analysis of the proposed and the compared methods in terms of Recall
and F1 Score. The best results are in bold.
Exp.
Recall F1 Score
[23] [19] [22] Ours [23] [19] [22] Ours
Chimpanzee 0.88 0.75 0.69 0.96 0.92 0.24 0.49 0.93
Sparrow 0.76 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.86 0.65 0.58 0.91
Sheep 0.88 0.98 0.83 0.91 0.86 0.96 0.59 0.89
Snapdragon 0.96 0.95 0.67 0.96 0.92 0.55 0.43 0.96
Park 0.97 0.98 0.36 1.00 0.97 0.39 0.46 0.99
Rose 0.96 0.99 0.96 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.98 0.96
Wall 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.98 0.98
Bear 0.96 1.00 0.95 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.98
Avg. 0.92 0.95 0.80 0.97 0.91 0.72 0.69 0.95
Both the quantitative and the qualitative results show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed tool in efficiently segmenting the distributed and scattered objects as well as
the coherent objects from images. Application of the proposed tool in remote sensing
to segment roads and rivers in aerial images is also demonstrated.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a tool for segmentation of objects scattered over the whole
image. Due to peculiar shapes e.g. fences, railings, rivers, roads, segmentation of
such objects is a challenging task under many aspects: easy and minimum user inter-
action in marking the seeds for the target object in addition to accurate and precise
segmentation. The proposed solution exploits statistical characteristics of the target
object to learn mixture of Gaussians which are then used for segmentation. To ensure
minimum user intervention the input method is simplified in the form of few mouse
clicks. Moreover, the number of components in the mixture are estimated through
MDL method. The initial segmentation may be polluted with false positives which
are removed through connected component analysis. Finally, accurate segmentation
is guaranteed through graph cuts used to recover the missed regions. The obtained
subjective and objective results show the effectiveness of the proposed segmentation
framework.
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